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[1] A study of dayside ELF/VLF electromagnetic (EM) waves from L* = 2 to 9 and
magnetic local time (MLT) from 09 to 15 was conducted using plasma wave data from the
Polar spacecraft. EM waves were detected from L* = 4 to 9 from 09 to 12 MLT with a
decrease in the afternoon sector (12 to 15 MLT). Some of the chorus was clearly related to
generation by substorm injected ∼5 to 100 keV electrons drifting from the midnight sector to
the local noon sector. However, dayside chorus also showed two solar wind ram pressure
dependences: increased (above average) pressures and unusually low pressures. Possible
chorus generation mechanisms are discussed. Chorus detected by Polar away from the
magnetic equator generation region (∼25° to 55° magnetic latitude) was substantially different
than chorus detected in previous studies within the ∼0° to 10° generation region. (1) Two
separate bands of chorus were often detected simultaneously: a higher‐frequency downgoing
(toward the Earth) band of waves and a lower‐frequency upcoming band. (2) The downgoing
waves are ∼2 orders of magnitude more intense (∼10−2 nT2) than simultaneously detected
lower‐frequency upcoming waves (∼10−4 nT2). (3) Chorus, when viewed as a Fourier
spectrum, appears as a band of semicoherent hiss. (4) A scenario and schematic is presented
to explain these observations: chorus is presumed to be generated at the equator at large L*,
propagate downward toward Earth and inward across L* shells, and then refract back
up to the spacecraft location. (5) The waves detected at Polar latitudes did not possess
the temporal structure or the coherency of the ∼10 to 100 ms duration equatorial chorus
subelements, although full single cycles with right‐hand, circularly polarized structures were
identified. This quasi‐coherent EM turbulence may be formed by wave dispersive effects.
The longer the wave path length, the greater is the reduction in coherency. (6) This feature
of chorus has significant consequences for off‐equatorial wave‐particle interactions. For
example, the microburst mechanism of Lakhina et al. (2010) that can account for rapid pitch
angle diffusion of ∼5 to 100 keV electrons in the chorus generation region will not work
for off‐equatorial scattering of relativistic electrons because of the lack of chorus coherence
there. (7) Some comments about semicoherent chorus (hiss) in the outer magnetosphere
are made as challenges to theorists in the field.
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1. Introduction

[2] Chorus [Gurnett and O’Brien, 1964; Burtis and
Helliwell, 1969] is the dominant electromagnetic wave
detected in the Earth’s outer zone radiation belt [Tsurutani
and Smith, 1974, 1977; Burton and Holzer, 1974; Burtis
and Helliwell, 1976; Anderson and Maeda, 1977;
Cornilleau‐Wehrlin et al., 1978; Koons and Roeder, 1990;
Helliwell, 1995; Meredith et al., 2001, 2003; Haque et al.,
2010]. The waves are generated by an electron instability
associated with anisotropic ∼5–100 keV electrons [Kennel
and Petschek, 1966; Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Tsurutani
et al., 1979; Tsurutani and Lakhina, 1997; Santolík et al.,
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2010a; Schriver et al., 2010]. Chorus, through cyclotron
resonance with the electrons, is believed to cause pitch angle
scattering of energetic electrons into the loss cone [Inan et al.,
1978, 1992; Inan, 1987; Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b;
Thorne et al., 2005; Tsurutani et al., 2009; Lakhina et al.,
2010; Hikishima et al., 2010] and create bremsstrahlung
X‐ray “microbursts” in the upper atmosphere at 80 to 100 km
altitude [Anderson and Milton, 1964; Parks, 1967; Parks and
Winckler, 1969; Tsurutani, 1972; Nakamura et al., 2000;
Lorentzen et al., 2001a, 2001b]. Wave‐particle interaction
with chorus is also believed to be the main mechanism for the
acceleration of ∼100 keV electrons to relativistic energies, a
major topic in space weather physics today [Horne and
Thorne, 1998; Summers et al., 1998, 2004; Roth et al.,
1999; Albert, 2002; Meredith et al., 2002, 2003; Horne
et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2005a, 2005b; Omura and Summers,
2006; Omura et al., 2007].
[3] Although chorus and other extremely low frequency

(ELF) and very low frequency (VLF) electromagnetic (EM)
waves have been studied using spacecraft measurements for
decades, there are still regions in the magnetosphere where
the properties of these waves are not well understood. One of
the regions is the dayside outer zone. Chorus properties at
magnetic latitudes away from the equatorial generation
region have also not been studied in great detail. It is the
purpose of this paper to use Polar plasma wave data to study
the properties of chorus ELF/VLF EM waves from 09 to
15 MLT and from L* [Roederer, 1970] = 2 to 9. From a case
study of a selection of high time resolutionwaveform data, we
investigate the nature of the waves such as their amplitudes,
polarization and coherency. This paper will be called paper I.
This study will be followed by a second paper (paper II) that
gives ELF/VLF EM wave statistical results. The main intent
of both of these works is to provide EM wave properties that
should be useful for wave‐particle interaction modelers.

2. Data Analyses

[4] We performed a detailed examination of ELF/VLF EM
waves in the dayside magnetosphere, with the primary focus
on chorus. There are ∼1.5 years where the Polar spacecraft
Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) [Gurnett et al., 1995] was
operational: 1 April 1996 to 16 September 1997. Selected
portions of the available data were used in this study.
[5] The PWI 2 kHz high‐frequency waveform receiver

(HFWR) data [Gurnett et al., 1995] that were recorded
onboard the spacecraft were used in this study. The wave
properties studied are: the wave Poynting vector relative to
the ambient magnetic field direction, B0, and the wave
intensity, ellipticity, and planarity. The data are sampled in
snapshots: 2048 samples simultaneously from each of six
channels (three each orthogonal magnetic and electric
antennas) over ∼0.459 s time intervals (hereafter referred to as
∼0.5 s intervals) with a time resolution of ∼224 ms in the
frequency range from ∼20 Hz to ∼2 kHz. The snapshots are
obtained every ∼128.8 s, thus creating a duty cycle of 0.459 s
of data followed by a data gap of 128.34 s. For shorthand,
hereafter the 128.8 s intervals are referred to as ∼2 min
intervals.
[6] Details of chorus properties obtained using Polar PWI

data were previously reported by LeDocq et al. [1998],
Sigsbee et al. [2008, 2010] and Santolík et al. [2010b]. The

present study provides new insights into those chorus prop-
erties as it exclusively uses data from the 2 kHz mode of the
PWI HFWR, unlike the previous works which used data from
other PWI receivers and HFWRmodes. The value of the data
from the 2 kHz mode of the HFWR for studying chorus lies
primarily in two areas: (1) the data are received on almost
every orbit providing a better sampling of data for surveys
and statistical studies and (2) the data are received with high
time and frequency resolution from six channels, as discussed
above, in a frequency band well matched to the chorus fre-
quency range in the dayside outer zone. These data thus allow
analyses of single wave cycle events giving polarization,
direction of propagation and ellipticity information.
[7] A sample orbit of the Polar spacecraft is shown in

Figure 1. This orbit occurred from ∼15:50 UT 14 August
to ∼09:20 UT 15 August 1996. The top panel gives the
orbit projected into the X‐Z plane of the Geocentric Solar
Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system. The bottom
panel is the projection into the GSM X‐Y plane. The EM
wave detection interval for this orbit (discussed later with
Figure 2) is shown in red. The satellite orbit is superposed
on the Tsyganenko 04 [Tsyganenko, 2002] geomagnetic field
model.
[8] Previous works have noted that chorus is primarily

generated at the magnetic equator and in dayside mini-
mum B pockets [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974, 1977; Anderson
and Maeda, 1977; LeDocq et al., 1998; Meredith et al.,
2001, 2003; Lauben et al., 2002; Horne et al. 2005b;
Omura et al., 2008; Verkhoglyadova and Tsurutani, 2009;
Tsurutani et al., 2009] in the outer region of the magneto-
sphere. Polar generally does not enter these generation
regions (except during magnetic storms), but does cross
magnetic field lines that connect to them. Since chorus is
an electromagnetic wave that can propagate both along and
across the magnetic field lines, waves can propagate from
their generation regions to Polar altitudes.
[9] Our study focuses on the dayside region of the mag-

netosphere. We have used L* and magnetic local time (MLT)
to bin the data to do a study of chorus in this region. The L*
parameter is used here because drifting energetic electrons,
which generate chorus, should be ordered by L*. MLT
was calculated based on magnetic dipole coordinates. The
McIlwain L parameter [McIlwain, 1961] represents the radial
distance in Re (Earth radius) where a dipole magnetic field
line intersects the geomagnetic equatorial plane. The L*
parameter [Roederer, 1970] which we use here for the
spacecraft position corresponding to all waveform snapshots,
is the McIlwain L parameter modified for solar wind pressure
and interplanetary conditions. To identify the L* value at
any time, the ONERA‐DESP library version 4.2 is used to
determine the magnetic flux encompassed by a guiding drift
shell of trapped 90° pitch angle particles. This L* deter-
mination uses the T89c model [Tsyganenko, 1989] for the
external component of the magnetic field (based on Kp
indices). Trapped 90° pitch angle particles, gradient drifting
on a particular L* shell, will be closer to Earth at 12MLT and
farther from Earth at 24MLT than the corresponding L value.
We use a bin scale size ofDL* = 1 andDMLT= 1 for our unit
area of resolution. We analyze these parameters from L* = 2
to 9. For a ELF/VLF wave “event,” we use a sample interval
of ∼0.5 s, the intrinsic rate of the HFWR 2 kHz mode used
in this study.
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Figure 2. (left) The coverage of Polar for this study. Each potential wave “event”was defined as a ∼2 min
interval from L* = 2 to L* = 9 (the value of the constant L* curve is indicated below the line). The color
coding indicates the number of “events” for each DL* = 1 and DMLT = 1 box with the scale given on
the right. (right) The percent of the times that chorus is detected during the local time of interest, 09:00–
15:00 MLT. The scaling of the latter is given on the right side.

Figure 1. The Polar orbit from ∼15:50 UT on 14 August 1996 to ∼09:20 UT on 15 August 1996. The
Tsyganenko T04 model and the OMNI solar wind data were used to construct the magnetic field lines in
GSM coordinates. The field configuration was calculated at 03:00 UT on 15 August 1996 and projected into
the X‐Z and X‐Y planes. The Sun is to the right. The electromagnetic (EM) wave interval is indicated in red.
Chorus waves were detected from 03:00 to 05:10 UT (shown in red).
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[10] The solar wind and geomagnetic activity conditions
are important external influences that affect the growth or
lack of growth of chorus. Thus the analyses will begin with
the chorus dependence on solar wind ram pressure, AE and
Dst.

3. Results

[11] The left‐hand panel of Figure 2 shows our spatial
coverage for the Polar EM wave study. The L* value is listed
below each line. TheMLT 9, 12 and 15 h are given outside the
circles. The MLT coverage is reasonably uniform with all
times covered roughly equally. The L* coverage is maximum
from L* = 3 to 4, with other regions covered more or less
equally. Since the same local time intervals are covered twice
each 6 months, the ∼1.5 year interval of data represents ∼6
passes through the MLT 9 to 15 dayside region of interest.
[12] Each wave interval was first identified by hand using

the 2 kHz bandwidth HFWR summary data plots. The
background for the wave plots was 10−9 nT2Hz−1 for the
BSUM (sum of the three spectral densities from the magnetic
sensors) and 10−7 mV2m−2Hz−1 for the ESUM (sum of the
three spectral power densities from the electric sensors).
Electrostatic waves (waves detected only in ESUM) were
excluded from the study. General frequency increases were
sought for waves detected as the spacecraft was inbound (to
higher ambient magnetic field strengths) or frequency
decreases when the spacecraft was outbound. Since chorus is
generated at a fraction (∼0.25 to ∼0.75) of the electron
cyclotron frequency [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974], over a wide
range of L*, the general chorus frequency band increases
when the spacecraft is traveling inbound (toward higher
magnetic field strengths). Both the BSUM and ESUM spec-
tral power densities were used to identify chorus wave
intervals with these characteristics. When such long‐term
(∼tens of minutes) rising/falling frequency bands were iden-
tified, nearby waves were also included in the study. The

waves were next binned by L* and MLT into the intervals
identified above by computer. Those wave events falling
outside the MLT and L* constraints of the study, as described
above, were discarded. This was the selection criterion used
for chorus selection. We however cannot guarantee that some
contamination by other EM mode waves may be present (as
is true for all chorus statistical studies).
[13] The right‐hand panel of Figure 2 shows the distribu-

tion of ELF/VLF waves identified in this study. What is
shown is the percent occurrence for each L*‐MLT bin. This is
the number of times that ELF/VLF waves were detected
divided by the total number of times that Polar passed through
that particular bin times 100.
[14] Two interesting features are present in Figure 2. There

is an asymmetry between chorus in prenoon and postnoon
local times, with greater occurrence in the prenoon sector.
There is a general lack of waves at very low L* values, inside
L* = 4.
[15] Figure 3 gives the magnetic latitude distribution of the

EM wave events. These are given in GSM coordinates. The
distribution shows that most EM waves were detected at
midlatitudes between ∼25° and ∼55°, with a median near ∼40°.
Few if any waves were detected inside ±10° of the equator,
primarily because of orbital constraints (see Figure 1).

3.1. Background Conditions: Geomagnetic Activity
and Solar Wind Ram Pressure

3.1.1. Dst Indices for EM Wave Interval
[16] Figure 4 gives the Dst (disturbance–storm time) index

distribution for the ∼1.5 years of Polar plasma wave coverage
and also for the ELF wave events in Figure 2. The Dst for
the entire interval is denoted in gray with the scale on the left.
Themean value for the distribution isDst = −12.1 nT. TheDst
for the wave events is given in black with the scale on the
right. The mean of the latter distribution is Dst = −9.8 nT.
For comparative purposes, the mean Dst during March 2000
(solar maximum), was Dst = −19.0 nT, considerably more

Figure 3. The latitudes where EMwaves were detected in this study. The coordinate system is GSM. Note
that the waves were detected primarily in middle latitudes and not near the equator (±10°) where the waves
are believed to be generated.
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negative than during this solar minimum (1996) interval
study.
[17] The normalizedDst (the number of EMwave intervals

divided by the total number ofDst events for that bin) is given
in the insert at the upper left of Figure 4. The majority of
the ELF events were detected when Dst was in the range of
−40 nT < Dst < +20 nT with far more events occurring
(percentagewise) when Dst was negative. NegativeDst values
imply weak magnetic storm occurrences and positive Dst
values indicate storm initial phases or enhanced solar wind
ram pressure intervals [Tsurutani et al., 1988, 2006;Gonzalez
et al., 1994]. Chorus waves detected during the solar
cycle declining phase or during solar minimum are usually
associated with high‐intensity long‐duration continuous AE
activity (HILDCAA) injection events/substorms [Tsurutani
and Gonzalez, 1987].
[18] The Polar data interval used here was collected during

the minimum between solar cycles 22 and 23. There were
only a few largeDst ≤ −100 nT storms during the 1996–1997
period. Tsurutani et al. [2006] have shown that there are
∼15 to 20 times as many large magnetic storms at solar
maximum than during solar minimum. The distribution of

Dst in Figure 4 is what one might expect during solar mini-
mum, a quiet period in terms of magnetic storm occurrence.
With a lack of large magnetospheric storm time electric fields
[Gonzalez et al., 1994; Tsurutani et al., 2006] to drive plasma
sheet electrons deep into the magnetosphere, one would
expect a general lack of chorus generation in the region at
L* = 2 to 4. Figure 2 shows a lack of chorus occurrence
frequency in this L* range, as expected.
3.1.2. AE Distributions
[19] Figure 5 gives the auroral electrojet (AE) index dis-

tributions for the ∼1.5 years when Polar HFWR wave data
were available. The Polar HFWR intervals and EM wave
intervals are given in gray tone and in black, respectively. The
scales are again on the left and right, respectively. To analyze
the EM wave AE dependence, a time‐shift for gradient drift
of energetic electrons to the local time of observation was
taken into account. An energy of ∼20 keV (90° pitch angle)
and a dipolar magnetic field were assumed [Tsurutani and
Smith, 1977].
[20] The average AE for the whole interval is 169 nT and

for the chorus intervals, 176 nT. The normalized AE distri-
bution is given in the insert in the upper right. There is a slight

Figure 4. A distribution of theDst values for the intervals of Figure 2. The total ∼1.5 year Polar interval is
given in gray, and the dayside chorus detection intervals are given in black. The scales for the total interval
and the chorus intervals are given on the left and right, respectively. The normalized chorus interval is given
as an insert.
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indication that the EM waves occur during higher AE values,
consistent with the averages stated above. However, it
is noted that there were AE intervals ranging from 1000 to
1600 nT (see main panel, Figure 5) where the EMwaves were
not present. This latter result does not imply a lack of corre-
lation between chorus and high AE. Polar could have been
outside of the selected L* or LT range during these times.
3.1.3. Solar Wind Ram Pressure
[21] The solar wind ram pressure influence on chorus

generation was also examined. The solar wind propagation
delays from ACE to the magnetosphere were removed. No
other time shifts were assumed. Figure 6 shows the solar
wind ram pressure during the Polar study. The data for the
whole Polar interval is shown in gray and the scale is on the
left. The mean pressure is ∼2.4 nPa. The data with EM waves
are shown in black with the scale on the right. The mean
pressure is ∼2.4 nPa, essentially the same value as the overall
average of pressure during the Polar study. Both of these
values were lower than a solar maximum value of ∼2.9 nPa
(March, 2000).
[22] The normalized pressure distribution is shown as an

insert in the upper right. What is interesting is that the solar

wind pressure during the EM wave events had a bimodal
distribution. Waves are present when the solar wind pressure
is less than 0.5 nPa and also when the pressure is 5 to 10 nPa.

3.2. Chorus Event Study: Properties of Downgoing
and Upcoming Waves

[23] A Polar pass with chorus is given in Figure 7. We
use the same analysis methods as used by Santolík et al.
[2010b]. The top two panels indicate the presence of chorus
by the sum of three magnetic components and three electric
components, respectively. Chorus is the enhanced signals at
∼100 Hz (02:50 UT) to >1 kHz (04:30 UT) as POLAR comes
Earthward into higher magnetic field strengths. The threshold
for detection/cutoff was discussed previously. The next two
panels give the Poynting flux spectral density and the electron
plasma frequency, respectively. The electron plasma fre-
quency is useful to give the location of the high‐density
plasmasphere, from ∼05:10 to ∼06:10 UT. In this case the
chorus waves are detected outside the plasmasphere (before
∼05:10 UT). The next panel shows the angle � of the direction
of the Poynting vector of the wave relative to the magnetic
field B0. These data were taken in the northern hemisphere.

Figure 5. Same format as in Figure 4 but for the AE indices. The AE distribution for the whole Polar
interval is indicated in gray and for chorus intervals in black. The insert gives the normalized chorus
dependence on AE. It is noted that there are very few 2 min intervals where AE was >1000 nT. For most of
the intervals AE was <100 nT. This is unusually quiet and corresponds to solar minimum conditions.
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Here one can note that there are two main wave directions,
one in the direction along the ambient magnetic field (blue)
toward the Earth and one in a direction opposite the magnetic
field (red) away from the Earth. The downgoing waves
and upcoming waves are present at the same time, with
the downgoing waves having a frequency higher than the
upcoming waves. It can be noted by comparing the top three
panels, that the downgoing (blue) waves were more intense
than the upcoming (red) waves. We return to these points
later. The last panel gives the wave ellipticity of polarization.
The waves are noted to be right‐hand polarized, consistent
with whistler mode chorus emissions.
[24] The presence of downgoing higher‐frequency waves

with simultaneous upcoming lower‐frequency waves was a
typical feature found in this Polar plasmawave study [see also
Santolík et al., 2010b]. We illustrate this one particular case
to investigate the detailed nature of both waves detected in
the outer magnetosphere.
[25] Figure 8 contains the results of an analysis of a ∼0.5 s

interval of downward propagating waves at ∼03:20:50 UT in
Figure 7. Figure 8a shows the local wavelet power spectrum
of one magnetic component of the waves perpendicular to B0

for one frame of data (2048 samples = 459 ms). A continuous

wavelet transform using the Morlet mother wavelet function
was chosen to analyze these data. The Morlet wavelet, which
consists of a plane wave modulated by a Gaussian, was
chosen because it has zero mean, is localized in both time and
frequency space, has several smooth oscillations and its
period (inverse frequency) is a well‐defined quantity that
approximates the period of a signal obtained through Fourier
analysis. The wavelet transform analysis was chosen because
the data time series is nonstationary, i.e., although it exhibits a
dominant range of frequencies, these frequencies and their
amplitudes change quite rapidly. We are interested in wave
power changes with time, so have used this technique for
the display. The reader is referred to Torrence and Compo
[1998] for more information on the use of wavelet analyses
in geophysics.
[26] Figure 8a shows that most of the power of the waves

is concentrated in the frequency range ∼100–500 Hz.
This corresponds to the downgoing (blue) waves shown in
Figure 7. There is structure in the waves, but not the nice
rising or falling tones of chorus elements detected close to the
equator/generation region. The Fourier spectrum of the same
magnetic component is shown in Figure 8c. From this per-
spective this chorus is similar to “hiss,” although the waves

Figure 6. Solar wind ram pressure distributions for the Polar interval of study (gray tone with scale on the
left) and also for the chorus events (black with scale on the right). The insert gives normalized chorus as a
function of ram pressure. The normalized distribution has two dominant peaks: one at low pressures and a
second at high pressures.
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Figure 7. An example of Polar plasma waves and the measured properties available for statistical studies.
The details of various panels are given in the text. One particularly interesting feature of thewaves is given in
the second panel from the bottom, the Poynting vector relative to the magnetic field direction. There are blue
(downgoing) and red (upcoming) waves present in adjacent areas.
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are detected well outside of the plasmasphere, in the outer
magnetosphere. The waveform data for this interval is shown
later in the paper (Figure 9). An example of chorus in the
generation region (Figure 15) is also shown for comparative
purposes. These figures will be discussed in more detail later
in the paper.
[27] Figure 8b shows the global wavelet analysis of the

∼0.5 s of data shown in Figure 8a. The global wavelet spec-
trum is ameasure of the time‐averagedwavelet spectrum over
all the local spectra for the entire interval and is an efficient
estimator of the true power spectrum, providing the variance
of power over frequency. The red‐dashed line provides the
90% confidence level, using a chi‐square distribution, when
compared to a Fourier power spectrum (white noise) at each
scale (frequency). The average power over the interval is
∼10−2 nT2. It is noted that the average power level shown here
is near the peak chorus power (determined by power spectra)
detected in the equatorial generation region [Tsurutani and
Smith, 1977].
[28] Figure 9 shows the magnetic field components (top

three panels) given in minimum variance coordinates. The
time interval for Figure 9 is the same as in Figure 8. Standard
notation is used where B1, B2 and B3 correspond to the
maximum, intermediate and minimum variance directions
[Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967]. This system is a right‐handed
one where B1 × B2 = B3. Examination of electromagnetic
waves using a minimum variance technique has several

advantages. It is known that the magnetic perturbation of
the waves is orthogonal to the direction of the wave phase
velocity [Storey, 1959;Verkhoglyadova and Tsurutani, 2009;
Verkhoglyadova et al., 2009, 2010], thus the wave k direction
(phase velocity direction) lies along the B3 (the minimum
variance) direction. The relationship between the two wave
transverse components (B1 and B2) defines both the wave
ellipticity and the sense of rotation [Smith and Tsurutani,
1976]. By plotting B1 versus B2 over time (called a hodo-
gram), both of the latter quantities/qualities can be obtained.
All of the above wave properties are needed to correctly
assess the wave mode and thus potential wave‐particle
interactions.
[29] The top two panels of Figure 9 show about equal

amplitude fluctuations in B1 and B2 (maximum and inter-
mediate variance directions) and minimum amplitude fluc-
tuations in the B3 panel. There were ∼3 distinct, coherent
cycles present at time ∼0.05 s in the B1 and B2 panels. Other
coherent intervals can be found at ∼0.10 s and ∼0.20 s. The
peak amplitudes were ∼0.1 to 0.15 nT. This is slightly greater
than the “average” value shown in Figure 8b. The other waves
present in the interval often lack the nice periodicity that is
present in these three cycle clusters.
[30] The bottom left B1‐B2 hodogram indicates that the

waves were nearly circularly polarized. The bottom right
B1‐B3 hodogram shows that the waves were close to planar
structures. Of course this result is for a mix of waves propa-

Figure 8. Wavelet analysis for the downgoing (blue) waves of Figure 7 between ∼03:20:50 and
∼03:20:50 UT. (a) The local wavelet power spectrum at each of 2048 points covering 459ms. (b) The global
(time‐averaged) wavelet power spectrum with the red dashed line indicating the 90% confidence level. The
most intense chorus emissions are observed in the ∼100–500 Hz band. (c) A Fourier spectrum of the waves.
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gating at different angles from each other. The waves may
be coming from different sources in the magnetosphere.
[31] Figure 10 gives an example of the polarization of

chorus. A single cycle of the wave is shown in minimum

variance coordinates. From top to bottom are the three mag-
netic field components and two hodograms, B1 versus B2 and
B1 versus B3. In the hodogram a triangle indicates the
beginning of the interval. The coordinate system is right‐

Figure 9. The chorus interval of Figure 8 (03:20:50–03:20:50 UT) in minimum variance coordinates. B1,
B2, and B3 are the field components in the maximum, intermediate, and minimum variance directions.

Figure 10. An example of a single cycle of chorus taken at ∼03:20:51UT on 15August 1996. This is taken
near the start of the Figure 8 interval.
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Figure 11. Wavelet analysis for the upcoming (red)waves of Figure 7 between ∼04:44:33 and∼04:44:34UT.
Same format as Figure 8. The chorus emissions are observed at ∼500 Hz.
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Figure 12. Same format as Figure 9. The time interval is the same as Figure 11. These are the upcoming
(red) waves at ∼04:44 UT.

Figure 13. Same format as Figure 10 except for ∼04:44 UT.
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handed and B0 is out of the paper in the general direction of
B3. The bottom left panel thus shows that the wave was right‐
hand circularly polarized as expected for whistler mode
chorus. The wave phase direction of propagation was ∼8°
relative to B0. The bottom right hodogram shows that the
wave was planar (the B3 variation is small relative to B1).
[32] Figure 11 provides the wavelet analysis of the waves at

∼04:44:34 UT. This interval corresponds to the upcoming
(red) waves in Figure 7. The chorus waves can be noticed by
the short‐duration bursts at ∼500 Hz in Figure 11a. The
average power as shown in Figure 11b is ∼10−4 nT2. Thus
in this example of upcoming waves, the wave power was
roughly 2 orders of magnitude less than the Figure 7 down-
going waves. Again there were no indications that the
upcoming waves were composed of coherent elements as
typically detected closer to the generation region.
[33] Figure 12 shows the Figure 11 interval magnetic field

in minimum variance coordinates. The B1 and B2 fluctuation
values were approximately equal and slightly higher than the
B3 values. The peak amplitudes in the B1 andB2 components
just after 0.1 s was ∼0.007 nT. This value is consistent with
the average power in Figure 11b. The level of wave coherence
here is less than that of the downgoing waves shown earlier.
A few single wave cycles can be seen at time ∼0.1 s, but
multiple cycles are absent throughout the interval.
[34] The hodograms indicate the waves were somewhat

circularly polarized (left panel) and somewhat planar (right
panel). There was a significant difference of these upgoing
waves from the downgoing ones.
[35] Figure 13 gives hodograms for a single wave cycle at

04:44:33 UT. The ambient magnetic field direction is out of
the paper. The wave is right‐hand circularly polarized and
planar. The wave is found to be propagating at ∼37° relative
to B0. Other intervals adjacent to this cycle were analyzed in a
similar fashion. The intervals were found to contain trans-
verse waves with varying amplitudes and angles of propa-
gation relative to B0.

4. Summary and Discussion

[36] The study was done using Polar plasma wave data
taken during the minimum of the solar cycle, between SC 22
and SC 23. The geomagneticDst and AE indices and the solar

wind ram pressure were low during the study (Figures 4,
5 and 6). There was a lack of chorus/EM waves detected
inside of L* = 4. This is consistent with a general lack
of intense magnetic storms occurring during the interval of
study. With a lack of intense storm‐time electric fields to
convect the plasma sheet electrons deep into the magneto-
sphere, anisotropic electrons and chorus will not be present
in this portion of the magnetosphere.
[37] There was an asymmetry in the chorus spatial location,

with most events occurring prenoon (Figure 2). This is con-
sistent with local generation of chorus by anisotropic and
energetic ∼5 to 100 keV substorm electrons drifting from
midnight through dawn to noon and a loss of electron free
energy for instability postnoon [see also Tsurutani and Smith,
1977; Meredith et al., 2001]. The preponderance of chorus
occurring when −40 nT < Dst < 0 nT (Figure 4) and a pref-
erence for high AE values (Figure 5) are in support of a
substorm/weak storm source for some chorus events.
[38] There is also an indication of chorus dependence on

high solar wind pressure (Figure 6). These chorus events
could be caused by a mechanism of compression of pre-
existing outer zone dayside energetic ∼5 to 100 keV electrons
and the loss cone instability associated with this compression
[Zhou and Tsurutani, 1999; Tsurutani et al., 2001].
[39] The results indicating several causes of the dayside

outer zone chorus are not new [Tsurutani and Smith, 1977;
Horne et al., 2005b]. However, the identification of chorus
sometimes occurring during low solar wind pressure
(Figure 6) is new and is a surprise to the authors. One spec-
ulation is that these chorus events could be associated with
solar wind pressure decreases. Such pressure decreases would
decompress preexisting outer zone energetic electrons lead-
ing to a Tk /T? > 1 anisotropy. This electron anisotropy has
been suggested to lead to Gendrin mode chorus wave growth
via a Landau instability [Gendrin, 1961; Helliwell, 1995;
Verkhoglyadova and Tsurutani, 2009; Verkhoglyadova et al.,
2009, 2010]. Case studies will be needed to examine this
possibility in detail.
[40] A typical Polar pass of dayside outer zone chorus was

studied (Figure 7). A common characteristic found was
simultaneous downgoing (blue) waves and upcoming (red)
waves at lower frequencies. Similar statistical results were
shown in Figure 4b of Santolík et al. [2010b]. These two sets
of waves were studied in detail. The downgoing waves were
found to have intensities of ∼10−2 nT2 and were quasi‐
coherent (lacking the coherence of subelements noted by
Santolík et al. [2003, 2004],Verkhoglyadova et al. [2009] and
Tsurutani et al. [2009]). There are instances where the waves
have a few consecutive cycles of coherent right‐hand circular
polarization (Figures 8, 9 and 10). The upcoming (red) waves
had intensities of ∼10−4 nT2 and were again quasi‐coherent
but contained only single cycles of right‐hand circular
polarization (Figures 11, 12 and 13).
[41] Figure 14 gives a schematic of wave propagation

within the magnetosphere that attempts to explain the above
observations. We assume wave generation at the magnetic
equator [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; LeDocq et al., 1998;
Lauben et al., 2002]. Two sample wave trajectories are
shown. Both waves propagate inward (downward) toward
lower L*, consistent with previous ray tracing results [Chum
and Santolík, 2005; Santolík et al., 2006;Bortnik et al., 2008].
The outermost wave propagates downward to low altitudes

Figure 14. A schematic of the relationship between the
downgoing (blue) and upcoming (red) chorus. Two possible
routes of the waves from their generation region to the space-
craft are shown.
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and then is refracted back upward away from the Earth. The
same is true for the innermost wave. For easy visualization,
inward going waves are colored blue and refracted waves red,
respectively. This schematic shows that the Polar spacecraft
could possibly detect a wave whose source is located at the
equator but at higher L* (the red wave reaching the spacecraft
as shown in Figure 14). This wave would propagate to low
altitudes and then reflect back out [Parrot et al., 2003, 2004;
Santolík et al., 2010b]. Because the wave was generated at a
large L* and traveled a greater distance to reach Polar, the
greater Landau damping due to its longer path will lead to a
lower intensity at Polar.
[42] Does this scenario match the observations of Figure 7?

In the Figure, it is noted that when blue (downgoing) and red
(upgoing) chorus occurs simultaneously, the blue chorus is at
higher frequencies than the red chorus. Assuming that the
waves are generated at a fraction of the electron cyclotron
frequency (typically ∼0.25 to 0.5 fce), the refracted red waves
will be at a lower frequency. This is one explanation why the
more intense downgoing blue waves are at higher frequencies
than the upcoming red waves. Thus in general, the schematic
in Figure 14 is consistent with the observations.
[43] The Polar observations show a new feature of chorus.

At distances away from the equatorial generation region,
chorus is only quasi‐coherent in nature (Figures 8 through
13). The coherent ∼10 to 100ms chorus subelements noted by
Santolík et al. [2004], Verkhoglyadova et al. [2009] and
Tsurutani et al. [2009] are not present. For comparative
purposes, Figure 15 shows an example of coherent chorus
subelements (taken from the work of Tsurutani et al. [2009]).
The magnetic field components are given in minimum vari-
ance coordinates similar to what was shown in Figures 9 and
12. This interval shows a ∼0.1 s duration chorus rising tone
“element.” The chorus was detected in a dayside outer zone
minimum B pocket with peak amplitudes of ∼0.2 nT at a
center frequency of ∼700 Hz. This element is composed of

several coherent subelements or “packets” [Santolík et al.,
2003]. The subelement durations range from ∼0.01 to
∼0.02 s. Low‐intensity isotropic incoherent noise (∼0.20 pT)
separates the subelements [Tsurutani et al., 2009]. This
waveform is substantially different from the roughly constant
amplitude downward propagating or upward propagating
chorus shown earlier. The chorus wave amplitude is highly
variable (a typical feature of chorus in the generation region).
Second, the B1 and B2 components stay in relative constant
phase with each other over many cycles.
[44] These coherent chorus subelements have been theo-

rized by Lakhina et al. [2010] to cause very rapid pitch angle
scattering, leading to ionospheric microbursts [Anderson and
Milton, 1964]. However, the chorus observed by Polar away
from the equatorial generation region is only quasi‐coherent,
and the recent results of Lakhina et al. [2010], which are
based on resonant interaction of electrons with coherent
chorus waves, are not directly applicable. Similarly, quasi‐
linear diffusion theories [Kennel and Petschek, 1966;
Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b] based on incoherent waves
also cannot accurately describe the wave‐particle interaction
of quasi‐coherent chorus interacting with electrons. There is a
need to develop a new theory for the wave‐particle interac-
tions between electrons and the quasi‐coherent off‐equatorial
region chorus.
[45] The quasi‐coherent chorus waves are not totally “tur-

bulent” like plasmaspheric hiss, but are composed of single
cycles of right‐hand circularly polarized waves. How this
feature develops physically is not known at this time. It is
possible that wave dispersion may lead to this quasi‐coherent
state. Propagation from multiple sources to the point of
observation is another possibility. In addition, wave‐wave
interactions cannot be ruled out either at this time.
[46] Is there a way to quantitatively examine the coherence

level of chorus? Figure 16 is an attempt to do this. The Figure
shows the B1‐B2 components of chorus for ∼0.02 s of the

Figure 15. An example of a ∼0.1 s chorus element taken from Geotail data. The data are shown in min-
imum variance coordinates. The B1‐B2 and B1‐B3 hodograms are shown at the bottom. The element is
composed of many coherent subelements.
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Figure 16. The B1‐B2 components for (a) Polar downgoing chorus, (b) Polar upcoming chorus, and
(c) Geotail chorus in the generation region. The top figures of the panels show B1 and B2 versus time,
and the bottom figures show the cross‐correlation analyses between B1 and B2. The correlation coefficient
at zero lag and 1‐wave, 2‐wave, etc., lags indicate the wave coherency. Geotail chorus (Figure 16c) has the
highest level of coherency, followed by downgoing waves detected at Polar, and the least coherent waves
being the Polar upcoming chorus.
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high‐resolution magnetic field data of the Polar downgoing
(Figure 16a), Polar upcoming (Figure 16b) and Geotail gen-
eration region chorus (Figure 16c). In each of the three panels,
the top figures show B1 and B2 values as a function of time.
The bottom figures show the B1‐B2 cross correlation results.
The data used were taken from ∼0.02 s intervals from data
from Figures 9, 12 and 15. The specific times were 0.045 to
0.066 s, 0.1445 to 0.1655 s (both reference times are from
03:20:50 UT and 04:44:33 UT, on 15 August 1996) and
∼23:06:20 UT 29 April 1993, respectively. For the down-
going waves (Figure 16a), the peak correlation coefficient is
∼0.9 with the first side lobe amplitude ∼0.4. For the upcoming
waves (Figure 16b) the peak correlation coefficient is ∼0.55
(an average of 0.8 and 0.3) with the first side lobe amplitude
of ∼0.5. For the generation region chorus (Figure 16c), the
peak correlation coefficient is ∼1.0 with the first side lobe
peak coefficient ∼0.95. The cross correlation amplitudes
indicate the coherency of the waves. Thus the generation
region Geotail waves have the highest coherency, the down-
going waves detected away from the generation region are
less coherent, and the upcoming waves are the least coherent
of the three. The wave amplitudes decrease in the same order,
as expected.

5. Final Comments

[47] The Polar results are consistent with magnetospheric
right‐hand circularly polarized chorus reflecting at low alti-
tudes and propagating back toward the magnetic equator as
an upcoming wave. The reflected chorus is lower in intensity
by ∼2 orders of magnitude. This is in good agreement with
previous ray tracing studies [Chum and Santolík, 2005;
Santolík et al., 2006; Bortnik et al., 2008, 2009]. These
intensities should be compared with models and can be used
in wave‐particle interaction calculations/models to study elec-
tron pitch angle scattering (and loss) as well as for electron
acceleration.
[48] How are relativistic microbursts [Lorentzen et al.,

2001a, 2001b] produced? These electron precipitation
events have approximately the same rapid timescales as the
lower energy ∼5–100 keV electron microbursts. One possi-
bility is electron cyclotron interaction with higher harmonics
of the chorus subelements. However, in this mechanism the
resonant wave amplitudes will be less and the particle rigidity
greater, so further calculations are necessary to determine if
this mechanism is feasible or not. Other previously proposed
possibilities are off‐equatorial cyclotron resonant interaction
mechanisms, modified by the reduced chorus coherence (and
amplitude) shown here. A defining experimental observation
that can distinguish between the several possibilities is to
determine the relationship between low‐energy microbursts
and relativistic microbursts. If different energy microbursts
are found to be initiated at the same time, then it is quite likely
that a single pitch angle scattering mechanism is generating
both types.
[49] A Fourier spectrum of chorus detected far from the

generation region appears similar to broadbanded “hiss”
(Figure 8c). This is not a new observation, as many chorus
researchers have noted this before. We refer the reader to
the work of Tsurutani and Smith [1974, Figures 1–3] and
Goldstein and Tsurutani [1984, Figures 14, 16, and 17] for
examples of “hiss” in the outer magnetosphere. One differ-

ence of the above “hiss” examples is that they were observed
near the magnetic equator. Thus for the cases where there is
chorus triggered by a “hiss” band (Figures 16 and 17 from the
work of Goldstein and Tsurutani [1984]), the “hiss” maybe
semicoherent chorus that has propagated from a more distant
source.
[50] The most difficult case, but probably the most inter-

esting from a physical point of view, is Figure 3 from the
work of Tsurutani and Smith [1974]. 5–15 s quasiperiodic
hiss was found to trigger time delayed, higher frequency ∼5–
15 s quasiperiodic falling tone chorus. The physics of falling
tone chorus elements alone has been difficult for theorists,
but time delayed, triggered, higher‐frequency emissions
are an even greater challenge. Actually the basic physics of
the ∼5–15 s quasiperiodicities of the waves (and concomitant
∼5–15 s auroral patches) has never been solved, to the
authors’ knowledge.
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